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Club celebrates with service
Red Cross Club raises
awareness, money for
measles initiative
Kara Apel

STAFF WRITER

I n celebr at ion of Red
Cross Month, USC’s Red
Cross Club will host several
event s t h roughout t he
week.
The American Red Cross
is honored ever y Ma rch
according to a proclamation
made by the governor, said
Mary Nash, public relations
manager for the American
Red Cross of Central South
Carolina.
“The purpose is to
celebrate the organization
and raise awareness in the
community,” Nash said.
A n g e l a Bi n g h a m , t he
pre sident of USC ’s Red
Cross Club, said Red Cross
Mont h helps to generate
excitement about the group.
“It’s a month to celebrate

what t he Red Cross has
ac c ompl i s he d a nd w h at
t he Red C ro s s pl a n s to
accomplish,” Bingham said.
The major project
t he club w ill promote
throughout the week is a
measles init iat ive, which
raises money for measles
vacc i nat ion s worldw ide.
Bi ngh a m , a fou r t h-yea r
ph a r m ac y s t ude nt , s a id
there will be a machine set
up every day this week in
front of Russell House to
take donations directly from
students’ CarolinaCards.
“ We’r e r e a l l y e xc it e d
about that,” Bingham said.
Bingham said even
one dollar donated to the
prog ram can make a big
difference.
“For each dollar that is
r a i s ed, you c a n help to
vaccinate a child,” Bingham
said.
Throughout the week the
club will also have a table in
front of Russell House every
day from 11 a.m. — 2 p.m.

Courtesy of facebook.com

Taylor Cothran’s family
encourages student
participation in blood drive.

Cothran
honored
through
charity

Nick Esares /
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Red Cross Month
celebrates the
organization’s
accomplishments
with week-long
events.
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Helping Hands, Red Cross
put together blood drive
in memory of late student

‘Flutie effect’
really exists,
research says
College applications
increase at schools with
high-ranking athletics
The Associated Press

RICHMOND, Va. — Turns
out there’s some basis for
the long-held belief among
college admissions officials
that the better their schools’
teams do in high-prof ile
sporting events, the more
applications they’ll see.
Until recently, evidence
about the “Flutie Effect” —
coined when applications
to Boston College jumped
about 30 percent in the two
years after quarterback Doug
Flutie’s Hail Mary pass beat
Miami in 1984 — had been
mostly anecdotal.
So two researchers set out
to quantify it, concluding
af ter a broad st udy t hat
winning the NCAA football
or men’s basketball t it le
mea ns a bu mp of about
eight percent, with smaller
increases the reward more
modest success.
“Certainly college
administrators have known
about this for a while, but I
think this study helps to pin
down what the average effects
are,” said Jaren Pope, an
assistant professor in applied
economics at Virginia Tech
who conducted the study
with his brother Devin, an
assistant professor at the
University of Pennsylvania’s
Wharton School.
The brothers compared
information on freshman

c l a s s e s a t 33 0 N C A A
Division I schools with how
the schools’ teams fared
from 1983 through 2002.
Among their conclusions
in a paper t hat is to be
publ i s he d t h i s ye a r i n
Southern Economic
Journal:
— Schools that make it
to the Sweet 16 in the men’s
basketball tournament see
an average 3 percent boost
in applications the following
year. The champion is likely
to see a seven to eight percent
increase, but just making the
65-team field will net schools
a n aver age one percent
bump.
— Similarly, applications
go up seven to eight percent at
schools that win the national
football championship, and
schools that finish in the top
20 have a 2.5 percent gain.
T here h a s b een w ide
debate over the legitimacy of
the Flutie Effect, especially
when it comes to whether
schools should pour money
into athletics programs with
t he hope of reaping t he
benefits of a winning team.
Pope said that’s certainly
not what he is suggesting.
For G e or g e M a s o n
Un iversit y, ju st out side
Washington, the positive
effects of its unlikely Final
Four appearance two years
ago were wide-reaching.
In addition to increases
in fundraising, attendance
at games and other benefits,
f resh ma n appl icat ions
increased 22 percent the
year after the team made its
magical run. The percentage
of out-of-state freshmen
jumped from 17 percent to

Brad Maxwell
NEWS EDITOR

Susan Walsh / The Associated Press

George Mason’s Floarin Campbell cuts down the net after defeating Connecticut
during the fourth round game of the NCAA basketball tournament in Washington
25 percent, and admissions
inquiries rose 350 percent,
said Robert Baker, director
of George Mason’s Center
for Sport Management who
conducted a study called
“The Business of Being
Cinderella.”
Baker also found that SAT
scores went up by 25 points
in the freshman class, and
retention rates as freshmen

moved into their sophomore
year increased more than 2
percentage points.
“You will certainly have
critics who say it would have
happened anyway, but I think
the general consensus is that
it happened faster because
of this and that it allowed
this university to reach new
heights more quickly,” Baker
said.

Gonzaga was virt ually
unknown in most parts of
the country until it broke
into the national tournament
in the mid-’90s. The Zags
have been in the tournament
every year since 1999, and
during that time enrollment
has grown from just over
4,500 to nearly 7,000, said
FLUTIE ● 3

A blood drive in memory
of late USC f resh ma n
Taylor Cothran will be held
today from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in the BA building parking
lot in f ront of Capstone
House.
“Please come, t his is a
great way to celebrate and
honor Taylor and give back
in a posit ive way,” wrote
Teresa Cothran, Taylor’s
mot he r, o n a Fac eb o ok
group promoting the event.
The drive is in honor of
Taylor’s March 24 birthday
and is being held by Taylor’s
Helping Hands, a nonprofit
orga n izat ion env isioned
by the Cothran family in
memory of Taylor.
The Red Cross of
C olu mbia a nd USC a re
a lso work i ng w it h t he
organization.
“We feel like this blood
drive will embody the care
and love Taylor received
i n t he hospit a l a nd as a
student of the university,”
the organization’s Web site
said.
The fa m ily hopes to
m a ke t he blood d r ive a
biannual event celebrating
both Taylor’s birthday and
football season.
K at herine Mac M illan,
the event’s organizer, said
t here a re ot her way s i n
which people can help.
“The first is if you like
to bake we would be more
than happy to have you bake
something sweet to hand
out to people who have
given blood. Also, if you
wanted to come for an hour
or so to help pass out the
sweets or help in any other
way, that would greatly be
appreciated,” MacM illan
said on the Web site.
Ta y l o r d i e d O c t . 11,
a week after falling from
his fifth-f loor window in
Capstone House.
Comments on this story? E-mail
sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
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GREENVILLE — Education
officials are hoping South
Carolina will be one of 10
states that will get some relief
from the requirements of the
federal No Child Left Behind
law.
Currently, South Carolina
and other states have to treat
all schools that fail to show
adequate yearly progress
t he same. Schools fail if
just one group of students
flunks one subject. But not
all schools that fail to meet
the state’s rigorous standards
are the same, state Education
Department officials say.
U.S. Education Secretary
Margaret Spellings said last
week that her department
would allow some states to
spend more money on those
schools that need the most
help.
“One thing we know for
sure is that we must take
dramatic action to improve
o u r l o w e s t- p e r f o r m i n g
schools,” Spellings said in a
speech in St. Paul, Minn.,
according to the department’s
Web site. “We also know that
not all struggling schools are
alike, and that many states
have identified a wide range
of schools for improvement.”
South Carolina was not one
of the first five states that can
make the changes, but state
education chief Jim Rex said
he thinks the state will be
among the next five allowed
to change the way it handles
failing schools.
“It would give us more
f lex ibilit y to focus in on
the schools that really need
it the most,” Rex told The
Greenville News Saturday.
Rex said federal officials
have “always been reluctant
to admit that there are parts
of the law that need to be
changed.”

ANCHORAGE, Alaska —
Four crew members died
Su nday and anot her was
missing after a Seattle-based
fishing boat began sinking
in high seas of f A lask a’s
Aleutian Islands, the Coast
Guard said.
The dead were among 47
crew members who abandoned
s h ip a f t er t he 18 4 -f o ot
A laska Ranger developed
problems. 42 crew members
were recovered safely, but a
search was continuing for the
missing person, said Chief
Petty Officer Barry Lane.
The vessel started taking
on water shortly before 3
a.m. after losing control of
its rudder 120 miles west of
Dutch Harbor, which is on
Unalaska Island.
All those on board were
heading to Dutch Harbor
in a Coast Guard cutter and
the Alaska Ranger’s sister
ship, the A laska Warrior.
The vessel took part in the
rescue operation along with
two Coast Guard helicopters
that were used to pluck crew
members from life rafts, Lane
said.
A C-130 also remained to
help search for the missing
crew member.
Lt. Eric Eggan said it was
unknown how or when the
four died. The identities of
the dead were unknown.
Chuck Harvey, a harbor
off icer on dut y in Dutch
Harbor, said his office was
notified by the Coast Guard
to clear a dock for its arrival,
expected at 11 p.m. Sunday.
The Coast Guard also told
harbor officials to have an
ambulance ready, but didn’t
specify the degree of injuries,
Harvey said.
“I figure there’s quite a bit
of hypothermia going on,”
he said.

VATI C A N CIT Y_ Pop e
Benedict XVI rejoiced over
conversions to Christianity
in an Easter Sunday Mass
on the steps of St. Peter’s
Basil ica a day af ter he
bapt ized a prom i nent
Muslim newspaper editor.
A white canopy protected
the 80-year-old pontiff from
a downpour while thousands
of pilg rims, tourists and
Romans braved thunder and
wind-whipped rain.
The fait hf ul were
celebrating their belief in the
resurrection of Jesus after he
was crucified. Thanks to the
apostles’ preaching about
the resurrection, “thousands
and thousands of persons
converted to Christianity,”
Benedict said.
“A nd t h is is a m i racle
which renews itself even
today,” the pope said, hours
af ter a Sat u rday n ight
Easter vigil service in which
he baptized seven adults.
The conver t s included
Magdi Allam, a prominent
journalist and commentator
in Italy who has received
deat h t hreat s for h is
denu nciat ions of Islam ic
fanaticism.
Allam, 55, deputy editor
of Cor r iere del la Sera
n e w s p a p e r, w a s b o r n a
Muslim in Egypt, but was
educated by Catholics and
says he has never been a
practicing Muslim.
He wrote in a front-page
letter published Sunday in
Corriere that he was now
taking on the middle name
Cristiano — Christian in
Italian.
He expressed his gratitude
to Benedict, calling Saturday
“the most beautiful day of
my life.”

-- Compiled by The Associated Press

TODAY

Tuesday

61 35

66 43

Wednesday

77 50

PIC OF THE DAY

A.J. Bikowski / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

European bikers in Mallorca, Spain, train for summer races throughout the globe.

Crime Report
THURSDAY, MARCH
20
Minor in possession of
bee r, possess ion of an
altered driver’s license,
10:15 p.m.
Intersection of Gregg
Street and Gibbes Court
A m i no r w a s f o u nd
car r y i ng a bot t le of
beer. W hen the subject
was asked to provide ID,
police found two altered
driver’s licenses in t he
subject’s wallet.
Reporting officer: J.M.
Harrelson

FRIDAY, MARCH 21
Leaving the scene of an
accident with proper ty
damage, public disorderly
conduct, 2:20 a.m.
1423 Whaley St.
Joh n Mappin was
arrested af ter a v ict im
identified him as having
hit the victim’s car while
driv ing in t he W haley
Street park ing lot.
Mappin was also under
the inf luence of alcohol
and possessed an altered
driver’s license.
R e p o r t i ng of f i ce r : A .
Mitchell
— Compiled by Lindsay
Wolfe

CAMPUS
HIGHLIGHTS
Today
5 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Students for Life meeting
Russell House room 305
7 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.
American Red Cross Club
meeting
RH 304
7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
NAACP Executive Board
and general body meetings
RH 305
7 p.m. – 8 p.m.
Mountaineering and
Whitewater Club meeting
Currell room 107
8 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
BGLSA meeting
BA Building room 008

Visit our Web site at

DailyGamecock .com

Tuesday, Mar. 25
5:30 p.m.
Global Business Council
Networking Night
BA Building room 856
7 p.m. – 8 p.m.
Carolina Crew Meeting
Russell House Dining
Room
7 p.m. – 8 p.m.
SCUBA Club Weekly
Meetings
RH 205
7 p.m. – 9 p.m.
RHA Senate Meeting
Calcott room 201

RED CROSS ● Continued from 1
to inform students about a
variety of topics.
Today the club plans to
promote their blood drive on
April 22. Tuesday is Disaster
Services Day and the club
will spread awareness of the
disaster relief services made
available by the Red Cross.
The club’s itinerary for
Wed ne sday w i l l i nvolve
promoting the Red Cross’
internat ional campaigns,
including Fight t he Bite,
a malaria prevent ion
campaign.
Thursday has been
designated as Health and
S a f e t y D a y. I f t h e r e i s
enough interest, t he Red
Cross Club will provide a
low-cost life guarding class
for students on this day.
Last Friday and Saturday,
the club collected donations
outside of the Wal-Mart on
Forest Drive for the Measles
Initiative and their softball
tournament, Come Bat for
Measles. The club raised
$662.
The American Red Cross
of Central South Carolinaon
Bull Street has promoted its
Heroes Campaign during
throughout March.
“It is a grassroots
f u ndraising campaig n
where community groups,
businesses and individuals
come up with fundraising
events to raise [money],”
Nash said.
The chapter has also been
ver y busy helping Sout h
Carolina residents that fell
victim to tornadoes earlier
this month.

FLUTIE ● Continued from 1
Dale Goodwin, a university spokesman.
Inquiries have jumped from about
20,000 per year to 50,000, and the
Spokane, Wash., school attracts students
from eastern states where it doesn’t
recruit.
“There’s no other way they would have
heard about Gonzaga,” Goodwin said.
The study found that private schools
saw even larger increases than public
universities.
Dra ke made it to t he NC A A
tournament for the first time since
1971 this year only to lose to Western
Kentucky on a last-second 3-pointer in
overtime Friday. The shot is destined
for the highlight reels, meaning the
5,000-student Des Moines, Iowa, school
will get even more publicity than its
one-and-out counterparts.
Tom Delahunt, Drake’s vice president
for admissions and financial aid, said the
school already is at capacity, enrolling its
largest class in 30 years last year. He still
expects increased interest next year.
“We’ll see an increase in high school
sophomores and juniors that are now
putting Drake on their list where they
wouldn’t have before, and they’ll come
and visit,” Delahunt said. “We know if
we can get them to come visit we have a
better chance for them to enroll.”
Pope and others admit that the windfall
is short-lived, usually lasting only a few
years after a team’s tournament run.
Experts say that’s all the time that’s
needed.
“If the effect is one to three years,
that’s exactly in the zone where students
are paying attention to what’s going on,”
said Steven Goodman, an educational
consultant in Washington, D.C., and
author of “College Admissions Together:
It Takes a Family.”
Experts agree that any bump caused by
a tournament appearance can’t sustain a
school, but it gives them valuable national
exposure that most couldn’t buy.

The Associated Press

Boston College quarterback Doug Flutie rejoices in his brother Darren’s arms
after B.C. defeated the Miami Hurricanes with a last second touchdown pass.

“We offer food, shelter,
clot h i ng, ment a l hea lt h
ser v ices a nd referrals to
partner agencies, like the
State Housing Authority,”
Nash said.
Come Bat for Measles,
USC’s Red Cross Club’s
softball tournament, will
be held May 30 t h rough
June 1 at the Pine Grove
and Oak Grove complexes in
Lexington. The tournament
will host youth softball teams
from South Carolina, North
Carol i na a nd G eorg ia.
Sixteen teams are signed up.
T he c lub w i l l re c ei ve
donat ions t h rough t he
teams’ registration costs and
admission fees. Bingham
said the event would raise
double the amount of money
the club has raised this year
for measles.
The Red Cross Club still
needs volu nteers for t he
event.
“ We’r e t r y i n g t o g e t
volunteers who will still be
in Columbia then,” Bingham
said.
There is a core group of
25 members in t he club,
but Bingham said they’ve
had a much larger group
volunteer.
“O ver t he cou rse of
t he yea r, we’ve had 10 6
volunteers,” Bingham said.
Bingham approximated the
club had completed 1,500
volunteer hours so far this
year.
The club meets on
Mondays at 7 p.m. in room
304 in Russell House.
Comments on this story? E-mail
sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Red Cross
Club Events
On Greene
Street from

11 a.m. – 2 p.m.

Monday
Promotion of April
22 blood drive

Tuesday

Disaster Services
Day

Wednesday
Promotion of Red
Cross international
campaigns

Thursday
Health and Safety
Day
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Cheney says U.S. will not urge Israel
to take steps that threaten its security
Vice President confirms
intentions to establish
Palestinian state
Deb Riechmann
The Associated Press

Peter Dejong / The Associated Press

U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney, right, is greeted by Israel’s Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni,
left, upon Cheney’s arrival at Tel Aviv’s Ben Gurion airport, Israel.

J E RU S A L E M — I n a
bold defense of Israel, Vice
President Dick Cheney said
Saturday that the United
States wants a new beginning
for the Palestinian people
but will never pressure Israel
to take steps t hat would
jeopardize its security.
C hene y, on a n E a ster
weekend visit to Jerusalem
and the Palestinian territories,
reaf f irmed Washington’s
commitment to establishing
a Palestinian state — a feat
he said would require painful
concessions on both sides.
“America’s commitment to
Israel’s security is enduring
and unshakable, as is our
commitment to Israel’s right
to defend itself — always
— against terrorism, rocket
attacks and other threats from
forces dedicated to Israel’s
destruction,” Cheney said,
standing next to Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert. “The
United States w ill never
pressure Israel to take steps
that threaten its security.”
After attending a worship
ser vice and holding talks
with other Israeli leaders,
Cheney will travel Sunday to
Ramallah in the West Bank
to meet wit h Palest inian
President Mahmoud Abbas
a nd Pa le st i n ia n Pr i me
Minister Salam Fayyad.
“ We w a n t t o s e e a
resolution to the conflict, and
an end to the terrorism that
has caused so much grief to
Israelis and a new beginning
for the Palestinian people,”
Cheney said.

Cheney also said that as
the U.S. and Israel worked
on a Mideast peace deal, they
must not take their eyes off
Iran and other adversaries in
the region. Israel considers
Iran the greatest threat to its
survival; it rejects Tehran’s
c l a i m s t h at it s nu c le a r
program is not designed to
produce arms.
Back i n 20 05, Cheney
raised the possibilit y that
Israel was convinced that
Iran had significant nuclear
capabil it y. “The Israel is
might well decide to act first,
and let the rest of the world
worry about cleaning up the
diplomatic mess afterward,”
he said.
At t he Israeli prime
minister’s residence, his first
stop after landing in Israel,
C hene y sa id, “ We mu st
not, and will not, ignore
the darkening shadows of
the situations in Gaza, in
Lebanon, in Syria and in Iran
and the forces there that are
working to derail the hopes
of the world.”
Olmert also mentioned Iran
when he listed the agenda for
his talks with Cheney. In fact,
Olmert mentioned Iran ahead
of t he Israel-Palest in ian
conflict.
“ We a r e b o t h v e r y
c o nc er ne d ab out I r a n ,”
O l m e r t s a i d . “ We a r e
a n x iou s to ca r r y on t he
peace negotiations with the
Palestinians. We are watching
very carefully the northern
front — the behavior of Syria
and the Hezbollah.”
Cheney is on a 10 -day
trip to the Mideast, where
oil, the future of Iraq and
Afghanistan and Iran’s rising
influence in the region have
highlighted his talks with
foreign leaders. His visit
here is par t of t he Bush
administration’s strategy to

keep the pressure on Israel
and the Palestinians to reach
a framework agreement for
peace.
The president visited here
in January, and Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice was
here in March. Cheney’s visit
will be followed by another
visit by Rice in April and
Bush’s visit here in May.
At a conference Bush hosted
in November in Annapolis,
Md., Ol mer t a nd A bba s
pledged to try to forge a peace
deal before Bush leaves office
in January. But little visible
prog ress has been made
because of ongoing violence
and Israeli construction on
land Palestinians claim for a
future state.
After Annapolis, Olmert
and Abbas resumed their
t a l k s a long t he out l i nes
of a plan that calls for the
e vent u a l c reat ion of a n
i ndependent Pa lest i n ia n
state through several stages.
In t he f irst phase, Israel
was supposed to freeze all
set t lement const r uct ion.
The Palestinians were to
dismantle militant groups
such as Hamas.
Israel is conduct ing
peace negot iat ions w it h
Abbas’ West Bank-based
government, while waging
a bloody battle with Hamas
m i l it a nt s i n G a z a , who
have fired rockets at Israeli
communities in southern
Israel. Israel has retaliated
with attacks that have killed
scores of civilians in Gaza,
which Hamas has controlled
since routing Abbas-allied
security forces in June.
There has been a recent
lull in the Gaza violence,
however, am id Eg y pt ia n
efforts to broker a truce.
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Standof states show signs of
compromise in Real ID debate
Bush administration says
new security measures
would hinder terrorism
Devlin Barrett
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — There
a re sig n s of a p otent ia l
comprom i se to end t he
B u s h a d m i n i s t r a t i o n ’s
standoff with states resisting
new standards for driver’s
licenses. For people who live
in those holdout states, the
dispute raises the specter of
hassles at airports and federal
buildings.
At issue is a law known as
Real ID that would require
new security measures for
state-issued driver’s licenses.
The Bush administration
says the law, passed after
the Sept. 11 attacks, will
hinder terrorists, con artists
a nd i l leg a l i m m ig r a nt s.
Opponents say it will cost
too much and weaken privacy
protections.
Un le s s holdout s t at e s
send a letter by the end of
March seeking an extension,
their residents no longer
can use a driver’s licenses as
valid identification to board
airplanes or enter federal
buildings beginning in May,
Homeland Security Secretary
Michael Chertoff has warned.
They would have to present a
passport or be subjected to
secondary screening.
On ly t h ree st ates —
Maine, Montana and South
Carolina — have not sought
extensions or already started
moving toward compliance.
New Hampshire has asked to
be exempted, but Homeland
Secu rit y Depar t ment
officials have not found the

state’s letter to be legally
acceptable.
But on Friday, the agency
granted Montana an extension
even though state officials did
not ask for one and insist they
will not follow the law. Gov.
Brian Schweitzer, D-Mont.,
told The Associated Press
that administration officials
“painted t hemselves in a
corner.”
Chertoff has offered to
phase in requirements over
about 10 years. But wit h
President Bush leaving office
in Januar y, a decision to
move ahead with Chertoff’s
plan will rest with the next
administration.
By 2014, according to the
plan, anyone seeking to board
an airplane or enter a federal
bu i ld i ng wou ld h ave to
present a Real ID-compliant
card, except people older
than 50, officials said. That
exception would give states
more time to get everyone
new licenses, and officials say
the threat from someone in
that age is much less. By 2017,
even people over 50 must
have a Real ID-compliant
card to board a plane.
Last week, five senators
appea led to Cher tof f to
exempt all 50 states from
the approaching deadline.
Chertoff, in letters sent to
the lawmakers Friday, said
Congress had set the date
when the law went into effect
in 2005 and “I cannot ignore
it.”
Yet hours after Chertoff
sent them, Assistant Secretary
Stewart Baker told Montana’s
attorney general that the
government would grant
the state an extension even
though it explicitly was not
seeking one. Baker said the
state’s new license security
measures already met many

Rea l I D requ i rement s
anyway.
“I can only provide the
relief you are seek ing by
t reat ing you r let ter as a
request for an extension,”
Baker wrote.
Schweitzer said his state
had not backed down.
The agency’s approach
to Montana could provide
a n eas y way out for t he
remaining states resistant to
Real ID. It also suggests the
government does not want
to go ahead with its plan to
conduct extra screening on
residents of certain states.
To Tim Sparapani, senior
legislative counsel for the
A merican Civil Liberties
Union, “this concession is
proof positive that in the face
of opposition from the states,
DHS will blink every time.
Congress needs to step in and
replace Real ID with a plan
that works.”
Crit ics of t he plan say
that by link ing a number
of government databases,
Real ID could make people’s
identities less secure; Chertoff
has dismissed that claim.
Some governors complain
compliance will cost their
states a small fortune.
To quell that criticism,
the government has reduced
the expected cost of putting
the law into place from $14.6
billion to $3.9 billion.
Among other details of the
Real ID plan:
—The traditional driver’s
license photograph would
be taken at the beginning of
the application instead of the
end. If someone is rejected for
failing to prove identity and
citizenship, the applicant’s
photo would be kept on file
and checked if that person
tried again.

JUMP-START

YOUR CAREER
WITH THE RETAIL LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.

The semester is flying by, but
will your success keep up?
Supplemental Instruction
offers peer-facilitated study sessions
each week for some of your most
challenging courses. Visit
www.sa.sc.edu/supplementalinstruction/
for specific courses and session schedule.

Looking for support?
JEN
EMPLOYEE SINCE 2006

Our Tutoring Program provides free
tutoring for USC students. Please make an
appointment through our web site,
http://www.sa.sc.edu/ssc/tutoring.htm.

New to the University of
South Carolina? Find your
community with Gamecock Connection!
Visit http://www.gamecockconnection.org
for more information!

At Verizon Wireless, the company with the
nation’s most reliable network, we’re committed
to your success. So, we make sure you have the
tools, training and opportunity you need to excel.
If you share our passion for tomorrow’s technology
and first-rate performance, join us. You’ll be amazed
at what you can achieve.

It takes dedicated,hard-working people to provide the nation’s
most reliable network. That’s why we offer some of the best
benefits around, including:
MEDICAL,DENTAL & LIFE FROM DAY ONE | AWARD-WINNING TRAINING
GENEROUS TUITION ASSISTANCE | PROFIT SHARING & 401(K)
WORK/LIFE PROGRAMS | AND MUCH MORE

Are you a new out of
state or transfer
student?
Get connected to USC with social
mentoring programs. Visit
www.sa.sc.edu/ssc/initiatives.htm
to sign up!

Take the first step toward owning your career by
completing our online application at:

WWW.VERIZONWIRELESS.COM/CAREERS

OWN YOUR CAREER
We are an equal opportunity employer, m/f/d/v.

Thomas Cooper Library- Mezzanine Level
(803) 777-0684 sassc@mailbox.sc.edu
www.sa.sc.edu/ssc
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Jumping to conclusions
all too common in debate
with stats, math involved

EDDIE MANN

IN OUR OPINION

Cheney on the money
PLEADING THE FIRST
with Palestine visit
Anti-smoker jihad tactics prove useless
Sometimes the truth hurts.
Vice President Dick Cheney, in a meeting with
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas, said both
Israelis and Palestinians will have to make “painful
concessions” to achieve the vision of an independent
Palestinian state.
Given the tension in the region, the difficulty of
getting each side to agree to the concessions — painful
as they may be — may seem insurmountable. However,
the vice president must
The vice president must be commended on his
in the final months
be commended on action
he is in office. The Bush
his action in the final administration has spent
time in the
months he is in office. considerable
area recently, with the
president v isit i ng t he
region less than two months ago and planning to
return in May.
While the economy, Iraq war and other domestic
issues may weigh more heavily on the average
A merican’s mind, achieving a peace agreement
by year’s end would be a major victory for this
administration.
Though Cheney did reiterate the fact that “America’s
commitment to Israel is enduring and unshakable,”
attempting to mediate a peace agreement between the
two could allow the U.S. to improve foreign relations
with two distinct groups.
Even if it comes to no political ends, stopping the
violence is the first step necessary to begin dialogue
between the two nations. Only after citizens of each
country can live free of terror can an objective and
equally painful accord be formed.

Loud criticisms, comments
make already annoying
situations more awkward
We a l l h a v e o u r
a n noy ing habit s. Some
of us don’t shower often
enough. Others among us
are relentless pessimists.
There are those among us
who write inf lammatory
opinion columns.
And then there are the
people whose annoy ing
habit is smoking tobacco
products. I myself do not
smoke, but I am amazed by
the stigma our society has
built around the practice.
Somehow, we have allowed
an admittedly gross but
relatively minor offense to
become a damnable act.
Yes, the smoke stinks a
little bit. Yes, it can make
you cough if you wa l k
through a cloud of it. But
far more irritating than
the smokers among us are
t he people who make a
scene every time they see a
stranger lighting up.
I have witnessed multiple
conf rontat ions t hat
were sparked by a mere
Marlboro. It’s a familiar
scene: The smoker is
minding his own business,
sucking down his cancer
st ick of choice, when a
group of adamant nonsmokers ride by on their

CORRECTIONS
If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about
it. E-mail us at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu.
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In response to ‘Black
admissions fall by 32
percent’
The University is upping
the academic requirements
for admission; therefore,
black en rol l ment is
d w i n d l i n g. S u r p r i s e ,
surprise.
I k new someone would
say something dumb and
racist. Thanks a lot, idiot.
As an African-American
Alumni, I strongly disagree
and am greatly disturbed
by the comments made
by Mr. Pruitt. To infer
t hat USC only adm it s
and attracts rural, poor,
dumb black students is in
my opinion and personal
ex per ience i nacc u rate
and grossly misleading. (I
came from a middle class
family from Charleston.
My f riends were f rom
Greenv i l le, F lorence,
Charleston, Lancaster,
Aiken, Columbia, etc.) Mr.
Pruitt should be discussing
the racial disparities of
legacy students — why
a r e n’t mo r e A f r ic a nA merican A lumni
enrolling their children or
making referrals to USC?
You cannot seriously blame
one individual person for
one segment of University
admissions falling. Come
on. Look at the big picture

high horses
and prof fer
such helpful
com ment s
as “Put that
t h ing out,
man” or
PAUL BOWERS “That’s just
First-year
gross” or
print
“ You k now
journalism
that’s gonna
student
kill you
o n e d a y.”
If the smoker is in a bad
mood or has already heard
from their ilk that day, he
t y pically responds with
a st rategically directed
plume.
There is no sense i n
being nasty toward perfect
strangers. You don’t rip into
somebody for not brushing
his teeth. You don’t launch
i nto a d iat r ibe aga i nst
someone on the sidewalk
for walking his yippy dogs
too close to your legs. So
why is it acceptable to jump
down someone’s throat for
taking a few puffs in your
vicinity?
Many local governments,
anxious to cast stones, have
joined in t he cont rived
a nt i- s moker holy wa r,
banning smoking in every
public area f rom park s
to — of all places — bars.
At USC, policy prohibits
smoking within 25 feet of
any on-campus building.
I can understand a ban

on i ndoor smok i ng on
campus — the secondhand
ef fect s of carcinogen ic
fumigation would present
a genuine health hazard
— but how difficult is it
to simply sidestep outdoor
areas where smokers have
congregated or to hold your
breath for a few seconds as
you pass through?
It is reasonable to
assume that all smokers in
the United States know the
risk they are taking. If they
do not know the long-term
effects of their actions, then
they are either cloistered in
a cave or selectively tuning
the information out, so
constant reminders can do
no good.
If the smoker in question
is a friend of yours, then
it is an entirely different
case. Of course you should
encourage the people you
love to live healthy lives,
and the university offers
many allegedly successful
smok ing cessation
programs to this end.
But when it comes to
c h a nc e me et i n g s w it h
perfect strangers, all you’re
doing is burning a bridge
to someone who cou ld
prove to be an otherwise
decent person. Su re, a
smoker is momentarily
irksome, but few people
are more annoying than an
outspoken jerk.

THECOCKBLOCK
— what percentage of
black high school students
actually attend college?
Second, of that number,
what percentage decide to
attend the University of
South Carolina? USC is
competing against a large
number of other colleges
for a more limited pool of
applicants. This is hardly
Mr. Pruitt’s fault.
“Ultimately, Pruitt said
he feels t he universit y
has done a l l it ca n to
encourage black students
to apply to the university.”
That is ludicrous. Ever
hea rd of t he ph rase,
“There’s always room for
improvement”?
Diversity is increasing in
the workplace because of
“Affirmative” Action —
Fortune 500 companies
are h ir i ng more black
people because they’re
forced to.
“Of Course” — You poor,
misguided, ignorant soul.
I’m sure that you’re not
to blame for your racism.
However, you should at
least WANT to break the
chains of ignorance that
have been embedded in
your brain by those that
came before you. Shame
on them for teaching you
to be a racist filled with
hatred and bigotry. More
significantly, shame on

you for continuing it. The
cycle could stop with you.
My sincere prayers are
with you that you will take
the white sheet off long
enough to really see what’s
going on in t he world
around you. Because right
now, that white sheet is
blocking your peripheral
vision.
Do Asians complain when
schools “dumb down” for
other races? No.

In response to
‘Vatican overextends
meaning of sin’ by
Cait Costello
It has been said that the
chu rch shou ld a l low
cont r acept ion so t hat
p e o p le m a y h a v e s e x
without fear of passing
on a sexually transmitted
disease. The problem with
that is this: Anyone who
has an STD and has sexual
relations with another,
regardless of protecton
or not , k now i ng t h at
that “protection” is not
100 percent infallible, is
committing an act of evil
against their “partner.”
Such a per son shou ld
control t heir sex ualit y
and be able to abstain.
If t hey cannot abstain
from engaging in sexual
relations, then they are
not mature enough to be
sexually active.

There was some
u nfort u nate infor mat ion
associated with the news on
black enrollment last week.
W hile trends in minorit y
enrollment are important,
far more
disturbing were
some of t he
interpretations
Internet posters
put forth.
Fr a n k l y,
w
i t h o u t
JOSHUA
k
n
o w i n g
RABON
anything
else,
Third-year
t he fac t t hat
ﬁnance
the percentage
student
of black
students of the
entering class fell 32 percent
means very little. All you can
positively say is that black
students make up less of the
total 2007 freshman class
than the 2000 class. That’s
it.
The rest is speculation,
and there seems to be plenty
of it goi ng arou nd. One
poster nat urally assumed
that admissions had become
more compet it ive a nd
thus unfavorable to black
applicants. Interestingly, he
had no supporting evidence.
Re spondent s qu ick ly
poi nted out t hat a nyone
who thinks blacks can’t hack
it academically is the most
bigoted, ignorant redneck to
ever set foot on this campus.
As one reader wrote, “He is
his father, and his grandfather,
and more than likely way too
ignorant to fully grasp the
socio-economic conditions of
another race’s community.”
Wo w. T h e a b i l i t y t o
ps ychoa na ly ze a not her
individual based on a two-line
Internet post is impressive.
Jumping to conclusions
does l it t le to encou rage
intelligent discourse (which
may or may not be the goal of
some Internet posters). Based
solely on the fact that black
enrollment fell 32 percent
over a seven-year period of
time, people realized that:
Blacks are inherently less
incapable of competing with
white students; blacks don’t
want to come here because
USC is not “geared toward”
them; the reason the number
of enrolled minorit ies is
falling is because schools such
as Benedict and Allen are
attracting them; other socioeconomic factors than just
race are actually the cause,
but there is no need for data
or analysis to show this.
Obviously, everybody can’t
be right, but one thing we
can bank on is that someone
is wrong.
All too often, we hear a
statistic and instantly assume
a casual relationship, when
they are only correlated. One
classic example is ice cream
sales and murder rates. When
ice cream sales increase, more
people tend to get murdered.
I think most people would
agree, however, that it is
unlikely that someone eats
some green mint and has the
urge to axe-murder his or her
neighbor.
That i n it self is a bad
example of bad speculation
— you could just as easily
assu me t hat whenever
someone commits murder,
the first thing that person
does is run to the store and
load up on Ben and Jerry’s.
The bottom line is that
it’s very difficult to interpret
statistics in a vacuum.

“We should just get somebody from the left and the right and they should all
throw bumper stickers at each other and the first to cover the other wins.”
— David Cross
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Deschanel shatters
actress-singer mold
‘Volume One’ strays from
typical celebrity sound
“Volume One”
She & Him
★★★★ out of ✩✩✩✩

Thomas Maluck

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Actress Zooey Deschanel and
music producer M. Ward have done
something unusual: they’ve broken
the stereot ype of the “celebrit y
musician” who churns out flavorof-t he-mont h pop to i ncrease
exposure.
Instead, the qualities that make
Deschanel’s low-key, introspective
TV and film roles appealing are
found on “Volume One,” and should
generate as many fanboys of either
collaborator’s music as her acting.
“Volume One” sounds like a
throwback to chart-topping 60s pop
doo-wop, and if there weren’t liner
notes to indicate that she wrote 8 of
the 11 songs, I would mistake it for
a covers album. Instead, Ward and
Deschanel have skillfully built a set
of breezy, mostly forlorn songs.
T he s ou nd s p a n s f rom t he
broken-heart ballads “Sentimental
Heart” and “Change is Hard” to
more playful fare such as “Sweet
Darlin’,” which was co-written
by fellow indie film darling Jason
Schwartzman. The lyrics are never
darker than regretful break-ups or
longing, but Deschanel’s delivery
sells every line. Case in point: she
sings “I should know” three times
in a row on “Change Is Hard,” but
the different cadence she gives each

line fills out her three-dimensional
portrait.
In “Change Is Hard” and other
songs such as “Got Me,” the music
takes a rustic, countr y-western
feel that has all the confidence and
talent of a start-up Loretta Lynn.
Deschanel’s voice is able to match
Ward’s slide g uitar to create a
wholesome sound that evokes the
past while creating something fresh.
Think of a purely romantic Amy
Winehouse without lyrics about
abuse, spousal or otherwise.
Ward’s production lets the listener
fall in love with your voice, and not
some idealized version of it. His
choice in analog recording only
enhances the old-school feel, but
also quality, of the album. Your voice
lilts and soars with great success,
but also sounds perfectly natural,
as if you were on a cozy stage in
your hometown instead of being
processed through a pitch-editing
program.
Ward also uses his trained ear
to fill each track with the right
instruments and background to give
Deschanel’s voice the best space
in which to work. The strumming
acoustic guitar in songs like the
bou nc y “Th is Is Not A Test”
complement Deschanel’s voice
perfectly, and a staccato piano
punctuates “I Thought I Saw Your
Face Today” against a background
violin. The only artificial element
to the music is when Deschanel
is joined by a looping chorus of
herself, but there’s no such thing as
too much Deschanel.
In fact, the only shortcomings
in “Volume One” are the covers of
Smokey Robinson’s “You Really Got

Nickelodeon
to feature
student film
‘My Block’
Colin Jones

ASSISTANT MIX EDITOR

Courtesy of Hahn/Khayat/Nebinger /Abaca Press / MCT Campus

Actress Zooey Deschanel wrote 8 songs on her album ‘Volume One.’

A Hold On Me” and The Beatles’ “I
Should Have Known Better,” at least
in comparison to the original songs.
They sound as if Ward’s creativity
was reined in, and that treatment
doesn’t fit as well next to the gem

tracks. But as the album stands,
listeners should hope “Volume Two”
is around the corner.
Comments on this story? E-mail sagcketc@
mailbox.sc.edu

‘TAX’
IMPOSED
ON FILE
SHARING

Comments on this story? E-mail
sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu

Director plays
on ghost story
‘Orphanage’ frightens
audiences through
atmosphere, suspense

Peer-to-peer transfers
force music industry
to change tactics

"The Orphanage"
★★★★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

Jim Gilmore

Greg Kot

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

MCT Campus

AUSTIN, Texas — While
most of the 12,500 registrants
at the South by Southwest
Mu sic C on ference were
out playing on a beautiful
early-spring afternoon a few
days ago, the latest plan to
save the music industry was
being scrutinized at a dimly
lit panel discussion inside the
Austin Convention Center.
There some of t he
industry’s brightest minds
w e r e g at he r e d : v e t e r a n
m a n a g e r Pe t e r J e n n e r,
McGill University professor
Sa nd y Pea rl m a n , Big
Champagne Web site founder
Eric Garland, entertainment
law yer Di na La Polt a nd
consultants Bryan Calhoun
and Jim Griffin.
On the table was Griffin’s
nascent proposal to have
broadba nd users pay for
any music they download
through a fee bundled into
their monthly Internet access
bill. It would allow consumers
to download, upload
and share music w it hout
restriction and create a pool
of money collected f rom
Internet service providers to
compensate music copyright
holders.
As news of Griffin’s plan
spread , it wa s i n st a nt ly
d issec ted. It was even
i n a c c u r at e l y l ab e le d “a
culture tax” by at least one
critic on Pho, a contentious
I nter net ma i l i ng l ist on
d ig it a l t e c h nolog y t h at
Griffin founded.
“Government involvement

JDC Films will premiere
USC st udent Jorda n
C r a f t o n’s “ M y B l o c k :
St rong I sla nd” at T he
Nickelodeon Theatre at 8
tonight.
The f ilm company
p r e s e nt s a g r a s s r o o t s
mentalit y and hopes to
bring together reality and
fiction without introducing
an air of commercialism.
Crafton created JDC films
two years ago while living
in Uniondale, N.Y. Since
its creation, JDC Films
has received over 7,800
views on YouTube and was
awarded 3rd place at the
2007 Got Film? festival.
Craf ton’s “My Block:
Strong Island” tells the
story of 15 kids on Long
Island, N.Y. who aspire to
goals other than “rapper”
or “at hlete.” The stor y
of the young individuals
a g e d 16 - 2 7 r e v e a l s a
tale of perseverance and
determination in the face
of opposition. With their
journey, the individuals
discover triumph in their
voyage towards destiny.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

An enhanced interface and the addition of a movies section highlight the updates in
Apple’s iTunes 7, which remains the epicenter of the iPod ecosystem.
in the arts is abhorrent to
me, and I do not favor a
tax,” Griffin said. “This is
a network licensing model”
that would function much
in the way cable TV billing
does.
“Our industr y now
f u nc t ion s on a t ip ja r,”
he sa id. “ We have to be
extremely persuasive to get
people to pay (for recorded
music) or make it roughly
involuntary to pay” in the
same way that “sports has
made it roughly involuntary
to pay with cable TV deals.”
The fee would not apply
to broadband users who do
not download music. Still,
Griffin expects that “70 to
80 percent of users would
pay” to gain access to all the
music their hard drives could
hold.
The proposal would require
deals with Internet service
providers worldwide, and
could potentially represent
a huge pool of revenue, even
at relatively modest monthly
rates (figures bandied about
hover around $5 or less per
user per month).
T he pr op o s a l f ol low s
one t hat su r faced t wo
months ago from Canadian
songwriters, which sought

a $5 gover n ment t a x on
every wireless and Internet
accou nt i n t he cou nt r y.
Both proposals are earnest
attempts at adapting to and
prof it ing f rom customer
behavior rather than trying
t o q u a s h it . I n t he l a s t
decade, the music industry’s
primary means of dealing
with unauthorized Internet
downloading has been to
issue threats and lawsuits. A
few weeks ago, U2 manager
Paul McGuinness called on
Internet service providers to
disconnect users who trade
copyrighted fi les and urged
governments to get involved
if they don’t.
But there were signs at
South by Southwest that at
least some music-industry
insiders were getting tired
of such tactics. Suing filesharers, Grif f in said, “is
shameful.”
H is pla n wou ld create
a l ive-a nd-let-l ive world
in which peer-to-peer file
sharing would co-exist with
iTunes and other legitimate
MP3 music stores. With an
estimated 750 million people
expected to be hooked into
wireless broadband networks
in Western Europe and the
United States alone in the

next decade, the potential
revenue from licensing fees
on Internet service providers
could be substantial.
Ye t s u c h a f o r w a r d thinking plan might already
be too little too late for the
industry, McGill’s Pearlman
said. A portable data base
containing all the music ever
recorded is imminent, he
said. “Once this paradise of
infinite storage is entered,”
he said, “it will represent
the end of all intellectual
property rights.”
Apple is reportedly taking
the first steps toward that
“paradise of infinite storage”
b y i nve s t ig at i n g a pl a n
that would give customers
free access to the 6 million
songs in its iTunes store.
Consumers would be asked
to pay a premium price for
their digital player upfront
from Apple, but then would
b e able to dow n load a n
unlimited number of songs
for the life of the device. To
work, the plan would require
approval f rom t he 2,0 0 0
record labels that ser vice
iTunes.
I n nearly f ive years, 4
billion songs have been sold at
MUSIC ● 8

What a relief to find a
filmmaker willing to make
a hor ror f i l m w it hout
rely i ng on bucket s of
blood and guts to freak
out the audience.
Spanish-language
film “The Orphanage,”
d i rec ted by f i r st-t i me
feature filmmaker Juan
A nton io Bayona, is an
old-fash ioned, spook y
ghost story with fluid and
intelligent writ ing and
some genuine creepiness
lurk ing all around.
A lthough the film first
came last year it is now in
theatres everywhere.
A haunted house f lick
that doesn’t forget to have
a heart, “The Orphanage”
has scares t hat emerge
from atmosphere, suspense
and a general uncertainty
about just what is going on.
When all is revealed at the
end, it’s almost devastating
in its implications.
Laura ( Belen Rueda)
returns with her family
to the abandoned
or pha nage t hat once
ser ved as her home in
hopes of reinstating the
institution to help take
c a re of c h i ld ren w it h
special needs. Her son
Simon (Roger Princep)
soon begins to make new,
invisible friends who may
turn out to be not quite so
invisible after all.
“The Or pha nage” is
a terrific haunted house
movie, an excellent genre

exercise in t he vein of
2001’s “The Others.”
Things go t hump in
t he night, unexplained
o c c u r r e nc e s b eg i n t o
mu lt iply a nd it may
soon t urn out t hat t he
orphanage harbors some
malicious secrets.
A s wit h most mov ies
of this kind, it’s best not
to give away lots of plot
details, so I won’t dare
s p o i l a n y t h i n g. T h e
production design team
does a magnif icent job
det a il i ng t he spook y
old house. It feels
simultaneously welcoming
and frightening, the kind
of place you probably
wouldn’t want to spend
the night in.
The cinematog raphy
and lighting is terrific,
playing around with the
shadows and using lots
of different color tones
to create a distinct and
unsettling atmosphere.
“The Orphanage” builds
itself as it goes along as
on ly t he best hor ror
movies can. There’s little
blood, but the content of
the plot alone is disturbing
enough.
Screenwriter Sergio G.
Sanchez does a marvelous
job of creating protagonists
with identifiable emotions
and dilemmas. He balances
the conf lict of believing
i n t he super nat u ra l
r e a l i s t i c a l l y, m a k i n g
t he presence of ghosts
cont inually ambig uous
despite all the seemingly
paranormal activity.
Rest assured the movie
ha s some g reat t w ist s
t hat evolve beaut if ully
from the narrative. “The
Orphanage” is not for an
audience wit h A DD; it
moves very slowly, but it’s
worth it. You can feasibly
ORPHANAGE ● 8
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Costner, band to play
for fans in Charleston

MUSIC ● Continued from 7

Actor returns to
Lowcountry to shoot
new horror ﬂick
MCT Campus

MCCLELL ANVILLE —
K e v i n C o st ner prefer s
play i ng music for h is
fans rather than signing
autographs, the 53-yearold actor says.
Cost ner, in the South
Ca rol i na L owcou nt r y
f ilming “The New
Daughter,” plans to play
w it h h is ba nd, Moder n
West at Charleston’s Music
Farm on March 29.
“I’ve found that if I can
per for m mu sic for t wo
hours on stage, talk ing
to people, it beats a twosecond autograph,” Costner
told The (Charleston) Post
and Courier. “And anybody
who is rea l ly watch i ng
goes, ‘I feel really different
about him.’ Now, the hope
is that they feel something
positive.”
Costner’s latest fi lm — a
horror movie — is set for
release next year.
“I don’t like scary movies
personally, but I did want

to be i n one,” he sa id.
“I thought this one read
really well, and I like the
idea of making a movie like
this and trying to see if we
can raise the bar on it — at
least its IQ — a little bit.”
Cost ner has f ilmed in
t he Lowcou nt r y before
— 1983’s “The Big Chill.”
Don’t remember him in
that one?
His scenes were
f a mou sly c ut f rom t he
s t or y ab out e x-h ippie s
reaching middle age and
dealing with the suicide of
one of their college friends
— Costner’s character.
But, director Lawrence
Kasdan remembered his
work and cast Costner in
1985’s “Silverado.”
A f ter t hat, h is career
took off.
Cost ner sa id he has
tried to take the road less
t raveled t hroughout his
career in fi lm.
“I’ve been flying against
the conventional wisdom
for a long time,” he said,
“and simply for one reason:
W h a t i f e v e r y b o d y ’s
wrong?

iTunes. But more than one
billion music files are traded
each month on peer-to-peer
net work s , repre sent i ng
about 20 percent of U.S.
Internet users. Meanwhile,
the music industry, a $15
billion-a-year enterprise as
recently as 1999, is now at
$11 billion and dropping
fast, as CD sales continue to
plummet.
At past South by
Southwest conferences, the

key music industry players
ping-ponged between anger
and self-pity as they watched
t hei r bu s i ne s s de c l i ne .
But in recent years, a new
hierarchy of power brokers
has begun to emerge, with
tour book ing agents and
band managers playing an
increasingly more prominent
role while connections to
record labels become more
tenuous. Music-licensing
for advertising, TV shows
a nd mo v ie s now r i v a l s
commercial radio as the most

ORPHANAGE ● Continued from 7

see the ending coming from a mile
away, but somet hing about it is
devastating.
Applause goes to director Bayona,
who conve y s t he dept h of t he
screenplay without cheating it and
lets the actors create characters

potent outlet for exposing
new music, whet her it’s
Feist on an iPod ad, t he
Swell Season on the “Once”
soundtrack or a Peter, Bjorn
and John song on an episode
of “Grey’s Anatomy.”
The mantra of industry
veterans such as Jenner is
“monetize the chaos.” After
nearly a decade of declining
sales, the industry has yet to
figure out how to do that.
But the crisis has at last led
to some fresher thinking
about how to create a legal

without compromising them. Belen
Rueda does a mag n if icent job,
making Laura alternatively a strong,
determined woman and a fearful,
desperate mother on the verge of
completely losing it.
“The Orphanage” is miles above
t he u nend i ngly g raph ic “Saw ”
or “Hostel” movies if only for its

and economic environment
that embraces the current
reality, a reality where any
song soon will be available
any time with the click of a
button on a portable player.
As Garland said, “It’s no
accident that technology and
music companies are sitting
down and talk ing (about
new solut ions), becau se
the core value of music has
been deva lued. St ra nge
bedfellows are made by a
real cold winter night.”

willingness to try a healthy share of
old-fashioned suspense. It drags you
along, sucker-punching you with the
unknown at almost every turn, while
still managing to have a cohesive
narrative.
Comments on this story? E-mail sagcketc@
mailbox.sc.edu

Theron discusses role, production
of new dark drama ‘Sleepwalking’
Movie explores trials of
single motherhood, desire
to return to lost youth
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Charlize
Theron is t he Oscarwinning actress from the
shocking serial killer movie
“Monster.”
A n naSoph ia Robb is
t he l it t le g i rl f rom t he
s e nt i m e nt a l d o g m o v ie
“Because of Winn-Dixie.”
The actresses, 32 and 14
respect ively, have joined
forces to play mother and
d au g ht er i n a d a rk a nd
d ist u rbi ng d ra ma ca l led
“Sleepwalking.” Theron also
produced the film.
Theron plays an
irresponsible single mother
trying to recapture her youth
by abandoning her daughter
and leaving her with a family
member (Nick Stahl) who is
about to lose his job and be
evicted from his home.
Th is delight f u l fam ily
dy namic dips to new low
when Stahl’s character and
t he g i rl v isit t he fa m i ly
patriarch (Dennis Hopper),
who makes the rest of the
dysfunctional family look
well-adjusted.
I n a comfor t able Fou r
Seasons hotel suite, Theron
is stunning, as always, and
Robb is adorable, as always,
as they chat about their bleak
movie, what they learned
from each other and what, in
Theron’s case, an Oscar win
means in the grand scheme
of things.
As soon as the interview
ended, the younger actress
headed straight for a dessert
table, where she loaded up
on S’mores. The model-thin
Theron kept walking.
OR A NGE COU N T Y
R EGISTER: I heard the
producer on this movie was

real mean.
AN NASOPHI A ROBB
( g ig gles): Oh, yeah. She
whipped me every day. I’m
kidding, of course.
OCR: Describe your first
meeting.
A N NASOPH I A: Let’s
see; Bill (director William
Maher) and I were sitting
there. Then Charlize came
in, and the energ y in the
room suddenly went “Pow!”
G ee, t hat sou nded k i nd
of weird, didn’t it? (both
actresses laugh).
OCR: What did you talk
about?
A N N A S O P H I A : We
talked about my character.
She wanted her to be real.
There are kids out there in
the world like her and she
wanted to show that. I’ve
never had a meeting that
intense. But it was a f un
intense.
OCR: Then what
happened?
ANNASOPHIA: She told
me to come in the next day
to run lines with her. She
emphasized that it wasn’t
an audit ion and t hat was
such a relief because I hate
auditions. They make me so
nervous.
OCR: Does Charlize’s
O s c a r p r e c e de her i nt o
the room? Do you feel its
weight?
ANNASOPHIA: I didn’t
t hink about it. But I was
excited about meeting her
because I respect her so
much.
OCR: W hat were your
first impressions of her?
A N NASOPH I A: I’ve
never felt so much passion
f rom a nyone ab out t h is
business. Normally, people
are so jaded.
OCR: So, the rumor that
you bring your Oscar into
meetings with you is not
true?
C H A R L I Z E
(laughing):No.
OCR: How did you know

about AnnaSophia? Was it
“Because of Winn-Dixie?”
CHARLIZE: No, it wasn’t.
Actually, she was working on
a film called “The Reaping”
w it h (d i re c tor) Stephen
Hopkins. I had worked with
Stephen on “The Life and
Deat h of Peter Sel lers,”
and we became really good
friends. He was at my house
one weekend and I told him
about this project, and how
much trouble I was having
finding a 12-year-old actress
who cou ld carr y all t h is
emotional weight. He told
me about Anna. He said she
was so intense, and that her
eyes were unbelievable. She
was the only girl we read.
OCR: Let’s talk about
you r c h a r ac t er, who
makes Britney Spears look
l i ke mot her of t he yea r
(AnnaSophia laughs). Why
should t he audience care
about her?
CH AR LIZE: Life isn’t
black a nd wh ite. I n ou r
societ y, it’s ver y eas y to
look at someone and judge
them, point a finger at them
or label them as crazy or a
bad mother. It is rare to step
back and try to have some
empathy for someone, and
to tr y to understand why
they behave the way they do.
Believe me, people don’t act
out for the sake of acting out.
There is usually a reason. So,
it’s really challenging as an
actor to play a character who,
in the first 10 minutes of the
movie, does something quite
horrendous and unforgiving,
and still try to make people
u nder s t a nd w here s he’s
coming from.
OCR: Are we supposed to
sympathize with her?
CH A R L I Z E : I never
played her to get sympathy.
I just begged for empathy.
I hoped that people would
walk away with a little more
understanding.
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the scene

USC
WWE RAW
8p.m., $61

Colonial Center, 801 Lincoln St.

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock
Today

Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

AUTHORITY ZERO, WHOLE WHEAT BREAD,
CIVET, BEAT UNION
7 p.m., $10
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
TUBA/EUPHONIUM SPRING RECITAL
7:30 p.m., Free
USC School of Music Recital Hall

PhD ◆ By Jorge Chan

CHRISTIAN ROCK NIGHT
6:30 p.m., Free
Headliners, 700 Gervais St.

THE ORPHANAGE
6 p.m., $5.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

Tomorrow
Z ACH F OW L ER A ND T HE E S SEN T I A L S,
DIPLOMAT, JOHN JETT
8 p.m., $5 over 21/ $7 under
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
THE BURNIN SMYNANS, LAURA REED AND
DEEP POCKET, THE MANTRAS
8 p.m., $6
Headliners, 700 Gervais St.

EURO MOTO CLUB
8 p.m., Free

3/24/08

HOROSCOPES
Aries It seems like you’re
gaining status with the
important people, but this
may be an illusion. Don’t
snub a real friend for the
sake of a social climber.
Ta u r u s A p a r t n e r o r
business associate
wants to represent you
for a while. If you want
this person to confront
aut hor it y for you , go
ahead. If not, rein him in.
Gemini Work interferes
with travel and other fun
and games. The return
to t he old rout ine had
t o h ap p e n s o m e t i m e .
Don’t complain,
if it pays t he bil ls.
C an c er Passions a re
aroused, but the
indications are that you’re
in for a rude surprise if you
go as far as you want to
go. Exercise self-restraint.
Leo New developments

ma ke a n impract ical
suggest ion even less
doable. If you promised,
renegotiate your timeline
on t his one. Say you’ll
do it someday, not now.
Virgo Is it spring fever?
Ever y t hing seems
i nc red ibly wonder f u l.
The temptation is ver y
st rong to ig nore an
i m p o r t a nt j o b . D o n’t
do t hat , or you’l l pay.
Libr a Don’t spend t he
money before the check
clears. Be caut ious
i n f i na nc ia l mat ter s.
S omet h i ng t h at lo ok s
too good to be t r ue,
i s n ’t . Tr u e , t h a t i s .
S c o r p i o Yo u h a v e a
pretty good idea of what
you want to accomplish.
Un f or t u n at el y, a
family member doesn’t
q u i t e a g r e e . Wo r k
out a compromise.

Sagit tarius Things you
learn in t he privac y of
your own home should
be kept confidential. Be
a go o d l i stener a nd a
t r ust wort hy conf idant.
Capricorn You can gain
information by attending
a special meeting. Take
copious notes, but leave
before t he sa le s pitch
begins. Don’t lose your
money as well as your time.
Aquarius An older person
wants to be in control.
This doesn’t work for you
as well as t he prev ious
sit uat ion. W hat to do?
Chill. This, too, shall pass.
Pisces Dreams for t he
f ut u re s e em p o s s ible ,
and then problems arise.
The good news is t hat
these are necessary steps
i n m a k i n g t he d r e a m
happen. Don’t give up.

Southern
Tide
• THE SKIPJACK •

Exclusively at

ladies skipjack just arrived!

Monday - Friday 1
10-7, Saturday 10-6

2818
281
8 Devine St
St. 771
771-2700
2700 w
www.brittonsofcolumbia.com
ACROSS
1 Faithful
5 Lazybones
10 Whiskey spritz
14 Sorry!
15 Wide-eyed
16 Zenith
17 Lids
18 Gun-toting
19 Slammer unit
20 Supplement,
with out
21 Special clique
23 Carnival thrills
25 Tilling tool
26 Theatre angel
28 Short-changed
33 Range measures
34 Sentence subjects
35 Mineral matter
36 As a result

62 Iditarod rides

37 Kind of dance

63 Close up
DOWN

or dip

1 2 3 4

Solutions from 3/21/08

38 Attack a gnat

1 Large handbag

39 Guys

2 Chess piece

40 Geena or Jefferson

3 Elite

41 "We hold __

4 Slalom trail

truths..."

5 More ridiculous

42 Regarded highly

6 Mends stockings

44 Less wealthy

7 Soil sweetener

45 Two pool lengths

8 __ since (as of)

46 Chocolate

9 Mao's bailiwick

substitute

10 Sanctiﬁed

47 Strained

11 Oil cartel

boundaries, maybe

12 Small valley

29 Bit of a weakling

44 Sympathetic sorrow

52 Gradual decline

13 Wheel shaft

30 Sleeper car option

46 Referenced

55 Political coalition

21 Dangerous

31 Wipe from memory

47 Kimono sashes

56 Archie Bunker's

time for Caesar

32 Ward off

48 Arm bone

wife

22 Charged atoms

34 Cathedral area

49 Fling

57 Neck of the woods

24 Turner and

37 Assortment

50 Sought-after star

58 Part of RPI

Eisenhower

offerings

51 Play charades

59 Juliet's beau

26 Scrub in the tub

38 Vamoose!

53 Steady date

60 Constellation

27 Workout

40 Sweetie

54 Simpson boy

member

reminders

41 High rocky hills

57 Mule's sire

28 Sturdy

43 Votes in

61 Back talk
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Baseball gets first SEC sweep
Bats come to life as
Carolina cruises by
Mississippi State
Draw Lattier

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Sout h Carolina
baseball team won each of
its t hree weekend games
against Mississippi State this
weekend. The weekend was
USC’s first sweep of an SEC
opponent since April 2006.
The Gamecocks started off
the weekend series against the
Bulldogs with a commanding
9-1 victor y Friday night.
South Carolina got on the
board early, scoring three
runs in the bottom of the first
off an RBI single from first
baseman Justin Smoak.
Kyle Enders followed with
a two-run shot over the left
field fence, his third home
r u n of t he sea son. T he
Gamecocks continued the
game with a strong offensive
showing, scoring eight more
runs on 13 hits.
Desig nated hit ter Phil
Disher had a strong day at
the plate, hitting three for
three with a home run and
two RBIs.
Keeping the Bulldogs’ bats
in check was junior righthander Mike Cisco. Cisco
allowed just one run on five
hits en route to his fourth
victory of the year.
On Saturday, sunny skies
and a 4-1 Carolina victory
made for a great day at the
ball park for over 5,0 0 0
fans at Sarge Fr ye Field.
A pitcher’s duel played out

between USC’s Will Atwood
and Mississippi State’s Lee
Swindle in a game that saw
only one run through the
first six innings.
Atwood had a strong outing
in just his second start of the
season, allowing just one run
in seven innings of work.
“It was a quality outing;
the more starts I get, the
more comfortable I feel in
that role,” Atwood said.
Mississippi State got on the
board early, scoring one in
the third inning after State’s
G r a nt Hog ue a nd N ic k
Hardy each singled.
C a rol i n a a n s were d i n
the fourth with a run off a
Smoak RBI single. The game
remained 1-1 up until a solo
home run by Smoak led to a
three-run inning.
Senior Brandon Todd took
over in the eighth inning for
the Gamecocks, pitching two
scoreless innings to pick up
his first save of the season.
Recently USC pitching is
quickly becoming as strong
as the team’s hitting. In the
last four games, Carolina
has outscored its opponents
36-6.
“Our pitchers are doing
a super job for us; they are
giving us an opportunity to
win,” said USC coach Ray
Tanner.
The Gamecocks brought
the weekend series to a close
on Sunday with a 10-3 win.
USC pitcher Blake Cooper
allowed 10 hits but just three
runs in his third win of the
season. Junior closer Craig
Thomas pitched the ninth
inning to get the save.
After scoring three runs

Pablo Monsivais / The Associated Press

Month-long
basketball
celebration
starts strong
Upsets, exits abound
in first weekend of
NCAA Tournament

Ben Fine / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Kyle Enders high fives other USC players as he crosses home plate after a home run.
in the first inning, Carolina
got four more insurance runs
after a grand slam home run
from Disher. Disher now
leads the team in home runs
at six.
USC had another big day
with 11 hits in the win.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocksports@gwm.sc.edu

The Gamecocks hosts
Furman this Tuesday
at 7 p.m. at Sarge
Frye Field

Jones’ record
performance
pushes USC
past Aggies
Gamecocks travel to Raleigh for second
round WNIT matchup with NC State
Wolfpack, break record number of points
Chris Cox

STAFF WRITER

The South Carolina women’s basketball team
crushed the North Carolina A&T Aggies 102-74
Friday night at the Colonial Center.
With the help of freshman guard Jordan
Jones, who set a new career high with 31 points,
Carolina was able to cruise to the victory in the
fi rst round of WNIT action.
“The good thing about this team is that we
came back to practice and busted our butts,
knowing that we could get a chance at a post
season,” Jones said. “It was like a second chance
at a season.”
T he G a m e c o c k s (16 -15, 4 -10) lo o k e d
completely out of sync in the opening minutes
as the Aggies raced to the early 10-2 lead to start
the game.
However, Carolina began to slowly find its
groove with shooting the basketball and USC
started to fi nd openings in the paint that resulted
in easy baskets for the Lady Gamecocks.
Carolina took its fi rst lead of the game on a
Demetress Adams bucket underneath that put
USC ahead by one with 13 minutes to go in the
fi rst half.
After stretching the lead to as many as 13,
North Carolina A&T (25-8, 15-1) began to show
signs of life, using a 12-3 run to cut the Carolina
lead to four with the half winding down.
That’s when Jones took over for Carolina.
After struggling from the floor early on, Jones
used timely 3-pointers to keep the Aggies at
bay.
At one point late in the fi rst half, Jones scored
nine points in a row for the Gamecocks and
helped spark an 8-0 to close out the half with
Carolina up by ten.
The second half is when things began to get
ugly for North Carolina A&T, when the Jones

Lindsay Semple / The Associated Press

USC’s Brionna Dickerson hugs teammate Jordan Jones following the team’s 102-74 win over NC
A&T in the opening round of the WNIT. Jones hit a tournament record nine three-point shots.
— and Brionna Dickerson — led Gamecocks
built up a 32-4 second half run as they began to
rout the Aggies, at one point leading 71-40.
“Our team came out in the second half and
really worked,” said USC coach Susan Walvius.
“We knew this would be a tough game after
watching game fi lm. The second half we did a
much better job attacking defensively.”
Carolina broke its season high in points, which
was originally 93, with around three minutes to
go in the contest.
The highlight of the contest, however, may
have come with the game in no doubt. With
a little over a minute left, the sharp-shooting
Jones tied the school record of 3-pointers in a
game with nine on the night. The triple gave
Jones 31 points on the night, and gave Carolina
100 points for the game.
The triple also broke the 3-pointers made in
the game in WNIT history.
In addition to Jones’ offensive output, Brionna
Dickerson added 25 to the scoring column.
Dickerson knows that when she and Jones are
on, it can spell trouble for opposing teams.
“O u r st yle of ga me def i n itely feeds of f
each other, and we enjoy it,” Dickerson said.
“Everyone on our team brings something to the
table. Any given night, one of us will be hot.
Tonight was great because more than one person

was hot.”
USC lives to play another day, as they now
head to Raleigh for tonight’s game against
the NC State Wolfpack, a tough draw for the
suddenly healthy Gamecocks.
“Now we have a tough N.C. State team on
Monday, and we have to remember how well we
played and build off that,” Jones said.
Tipoff is tonight at 7 p.m.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksports@gwm.sc.edu

USC faces NC State at
7 p.m. in Raleigh

There is no doubt about
it: March is the best month
of the year.
Conference play begins
in college baseball, spring
break comes arou nd, my
birthday is this month and
the list goes on.
W hat else
could possibly
make this
month better?
O h ,
I
almost forgot.
The NCA A
Tournament.
CHRIS COX
A lbeit t he
Second-year
f
a
ct that
print
m
y
brackets
journalism
l
o
o
k
worse
student
than Michael
Jack son’s
nose, it’s defi nitely been an
exciting f irst few days of
March Madness.
Where do I even begin?
The action started when
Duke’s Gerald Henderson
took the ball up the court
the entire way, then drove
to t he basket and laid in
the deuce to give the Blue
Devils a one-point win over
Belmont.
T he nex t day was ju st
as exciting, as the 12-seed
We s t e r n K e nt u c k y
Hilltoppers stunned fifthseed Drake 101-99 in two
overtimes.
Ty R o g e r s l a u n c h e d
a 26 -foot de sper at ion
3-pointer w it h t h ree
defenders in his face. Just
as the clock struck zero, the
shot swished through the
net and the Hilltoppers were
off to the second round.
Or what about De’Jon
Jackson of San Diego? The
Torrero’s sophomore guard
drilled a long jumper with
1.2 seconds left in overtime
to stun the highly favored
UConn Huskies 70-69.
Did I also mention that
in-state rival Clemson lost
an 18-point lead in a loss to
Villanova?
A nd if t he f i rst rou nd
didn’t make me almost lose
consciousness, the second
round was there waiting for
me.
West Virginia fans were
out in their streets again this
weekend burning couches
and fl ipping over police cars
as their team upset Duke in
the second round.
Honestly, I think the only
reason that W VU won the
game was because I said that
the Blue Devils would win
by double-digits, but that’s a
completely different story.
The action continued well
into the night as Stanford’s
Brook Lopez, who look s
like the long-lost brother
of Ju st i n Gu a r i n i, h it a
COX ● 11
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Flying
Start

Bret Flasnick / The Associated Press

USC coach Steve Spurrier and personal assistant Jamie Speronis look on as
players warm up prior to a spring practice session. Carolina will take to the field
tonight at 7 p.m. The Gamecocks will take part in their first team scrimmage on
Saturday at 10 a.m.
COX ● Continued from 10
baseline jumper wit h 1.3
seconds left in overtime to
beat Marquette by one in
overtime.
Did I ment ion t hat
St a nford won w it hout
their head coach, who was
ejected in the first half of
the game?

Seriously, you can’t make
this stuff up.
A f t e r w a r d s , U C L A’s
Dar ren Col l ison t r ied
his best to match Lopez’s
heroics as he broke a 49-all
tie with a one-handed layin
with nine seconds left in the
second half.
So if you haven’t been

watching the tournament so
far, you need to turn on the
television, because you have
no idea what you’re missing.
B e c au s e le t ’s b e r e a l .
There is no time like March
Madness time.

Visit our Web site at

www.DailyGamecock.com

Get a jump on your fall with a couple of
summer courses!
Take advantage of GPC’s affordable tuition, ﬂexible
schedules, accessible locations, small classes, online
options and award-winning instructors.
Apply for summer classes by April 1. Ensure that
your ﬁnancial aid precedes you – and your GPC
credits easily transfer back – by arranging for a
Transient Student Letter from your academic
advisor to our Ofﬁce of Admission, PO Box
89000, Atlanta, GA 30356.
The eight-week summer session starts May 27,
the six-week summer session starts June 16, and
there’s always the option to take a class online.
Check out our expanded course schedule in
Alpharetta, and register at gpc.edu/transientschool

Two Years That Will Change Your Life

Place a Classified ad: p

803-777-3888

•

f 803-777-6482

•

www.dailygamecock.com
Major credit cards accepted

Line classified ad rates

Additional Info
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds
E-mail:

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day prior to publication

sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

•

Office hours: M-F

Announcements

Housing-Rent

Help Wanted

BE A DELL CAMPUS REP - Promote a
top 3 company and gain real-world business and marketing experience! Go to
RepNation.com/Dell to apply.

A prof. m/quadriplegic needs assistance
w/activities of daily needs. Inclds light
cleaning & light cooking. Benefits incld.
stipend, free rent, phone hkup, cable &
util. Conv. to dwntwn location. Must be
reliable. Not gender specific. No exp.
nec. Call Lewis 254-7982 between
5&8pm.

BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

Apartments
Copper Beech Now Leasing
2nd phase 1 2 3 & 4 Bedroom Brand
NewTownhomes. Call today 255-0170
www.cbeech.com

For Sale
Automotive

Roommates

2001 Land Rover Discovery - Tan
leather int. 118,00 mil. Good cond. 6 cd
changer $7200. Call 381-6116

Summer sublease 2BR avail in 4BR 4BA
Stadium Suites $490/mo.
Call 704-254-4788 or 407-620-8612.

Help Wanted

Housing-Rent
Home & Apts from $450 up.
Call 254-6613 for more info
visit www.securityrealty.net

PT/FT SALES
Hibbett Sports is hiring in Columbia &
Lexington. Apply at any Hibbett Sports
location. Hibbett Sports conducts drug
testing. www.hibbett.com

1900 Holland St. - Very large pvt house
6BR 3B close to USC in W. Cola. Laundry rm fp hdwd fls fenced yd. Available
NOW! $1500/mo. 796-3913

Lifeguards Needed - Myrtle Beach
Now & summer! Good pay & conds with
lodging Call 843-340-9084
eastcoaste2002@yahoo.com

Additional options

Sodexho @ THE NATIONAL ADVOCACY CENTER is now accepting applications for a PT front desk clerk. This is
a great opportunity to gain experience in
a hotel atmosphere. Qualified applicant
must be able to work a flex sched, including weekends. (This is not a seasonal position; applicant must be planning on being in Columbia for the summer.) $7.75/hr. Apply in person M-F
9am-4pm (Bring a copy of your spring
class schedule.) The National Advocacy Center 1620 Pendleton St.

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Help Wanted
Summer Camps

Help Wanted
Restaurants

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counselors to teach. All land, adventure & water
sports.
Great
summer!
Call
888-844-8080, apply: campcedar.com

COURTYARD MARRIOTT
NORTHWEST NOW HIRING
Breakfast Servers
FT/PT 6am-noon $5.85/hr + tips
Front Desk
FT/PT 7am-3pm or 3pm-11pm
Apply in person at 347 Zimalcrest Dr.

Help Wanted
Instructors
Experienced
Personal
Trainers
needed. Located 5 minutes from campus. PT & FT available. Contact Matt
@ 799-9455 for details.
Personal trainer wanted must have current nationally recognized certification
PT or FT Irmo location 407-8866.

Tutoring
Services

NEW RESTAURANT - NOW HIRING
Opening end of March in Lexington,
15-20 min from USC, professional individuals wanted for front end staff. Please
mail resume antai.llc@gmail.com

MATH TUTORING . CALL THE
EXPERT! 20 yrs. Exp. 738-8956
SPANISH TUTOR - Call if you need tutoring.Grammar my specialty 926-3126

Opportunities
EARN $800-$3200/mo to drive brand
new cars with ads placed on them.
www.AdCarClub.com

Travel

OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE
Harbison Location is hiring Bussers,
Hostesses and Take Away Servers.
Average wage is $8.50-$9/hr. Apply in
person 252 Harbison Blvd. Must be
available throughout summer.

RETREATMYRTLEBEACH.COM
SPRING BREAK/GRAD WEEK
1-800-645-3618 Visit us at
myspace.com/retreatmyrtlebeach
$100 AND UP FOR THE WEEK!

TEMP. FT pool monitor flex hours summer job great for college students.
Please fax resumes and availability to
743-0207.

Introducing Truly
Unlimited Calling.
t$BMMBOZPOFPOBOZOFUXPSLJOUIF64
 t&WFOMBOEMJOFT
 t5BMLBTNVDIBTZPVXBOU
 t'MBUSBUFPG$9999 Monthly Access

GMAT

(Activation fees, taxes & other charges apply.)*

Switch to America’s Most
Reliable Wireless Network®

|
|

LSAT | MCAT
OAT | TOEFL

|

PCAT

*

and get

back
†

$100
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Enroll in March

Multimedia flip phone
Alias™ by Samsung
Alia



|

7999

after rebate
Samsung SCH-u740: $129.99
Sam
2-yr. price – $50 mail-in rebate.
2-y
Wit
Withh new 2-yr. activa
activation.

Enroll in a Kaplan comprehensive course option by March 31st
and get $100 back through Kaplan’s Rebate program.

Take advantage of this limited time offer and enroll today!

1-800-KAP-TEST | kaptest.com/rebate
*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. †This offer
applies only to enrollments for Kaplan Test Prep and Admissions Classroom
Courses, 3-, 6-, 10-, and 15-hour Admissions Consulting Packages, 15-, 25-,
and 35-hour Private Tutoring Programs, Premium Online Courses, LSAT Extreme,
and GMAT Advanced in the 50 United States, the District of Columbia, and in
Vancouver, Montreal and Ottawa, Canada. Cannot be combined with any other
offer, discount, or promotion. To be eligible, you must enroll between March 1,
2008 and March 31, 2008. Must pay in full and submit rebate form by April 18,
2008. Certain conditions apply; see redemption form at www.kaptest.com/rebate
for complete details. ‡Conditions and restrictions apply. For complete guarantee
eligibility requirements, visit kaptest.com/hsg.

‡

higher test scores guaranteed or your money back.

The new touch screen
Voyager™ by LG
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$

after rebate
LG Voyager: $349.99 2-yr. price
– $50 mail-in rebate. With new
2-yr. activation on Nationwide
Calling Plan.

Call 1.888.640.8776
8776

Click verizonwireless.c
verizonwireless.com

Visit any store

VERIZON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS STORES
Open Sundays. Technicians available at select locations.

COLUMBIA
173 Columbiana Dr.
803-749-4500
10110 Two Notch Rd.
803-419-2585
7007-A Two Notch Rd.
803-865-6300

ORANGEBURG
2718 North Rd.
803-534-4150

THE VERIZON
WIRELESS
STORE
INSIDE

Columbia
Two Notch

BUSINESS
CUSTOMERS
PLEASE CALL
1.800.VZW.4BIZ
(899.4249)

*Our Surcharges (incl. Fed. Univ. Svc. of 10.2% of interstate & int’l telecom charges (varies quarterly), 7¢ Regulatory & 70¢ Administrative/line/mo., & others by area) are not taxes (details: 1-888-684-1888);
gov’t taxes & our surcharges could add 6% – 26% to your bill. Activation fee/line: $35 ($25 for secondary Family SharePlan® lines w/ 2-yr. Agmts)
IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION: Subject to Customer Agmt, Calling Plan, rebate form & credit approval. Up to $175 early termination fee/line & other charges & $1.99/MB (incl. Mobile Web ads). Offers and coverage,
varying by service, not available everywhere. Rebates take up to 6 weeks. Limited time offers. While supplies last. Shipping charges may apply. Device capabilities: Add’l charges & conditions apply. Network details and coverage
maps at verizonwireless.com. Voyager is a trademark of Plantronics, Inc. used under license by Verizon Wireless. Monthly access discounts are not available on Unlimited Anytime Minute plans. ©2008 Verizon Wireless
MEGA

